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 Just a few words about our AGM on Sunday 6th November in Coventry, we 
had a good meeting which was followed by an excellent talk given by John Dickson-
Simpson, on various projects at Leyland that “might have been” – it is hoped to 
include a summary in a future issue of Torque or the Journal.
 As you will see in this issue, more information is coming to light on the CNEC, 
the Leyland agents in Israel, and Ashdod, which had a relatively short but important 
episode in the history of Leyland Motors Ltd.  Up until recently little was known about 
these by Leyland historians but, following that picture in Torque No.50, so much more 
information has come to light, particularly from ex-Leyland Motors employees.  It is 
very important to get these facts written down while they are fresh in people’s minds 
as, in not so many years time they could be lost for ever.
 Perhaps the next topic we should pursue is Ashok-Leyland in India – surely 
there must be Leyland people who went out there to set up the manufacturing process?  
What was there before Ashok-Leyland?  Leyland Motors certainly had Depots in India, 
going back to Mr Rostron’s days in the 1920s?   How did Leyland get involved with 
Ashok?  What models were fi rst produced – were they all assembled from CKD parts 
from Leyland?  We know that our member, John Battersby, set up a Hippo? line there.  
At what stage did Ashok start to source components from other suppliers – what about 
all those Titan PD3s?   Lots of questions here, who can help with answers?
 Likewise, Leyland had some complicated dealings in South Africa – does 
anybody know the history of these, also the depots and dealer networks in Canada, 
New Zealand and Australia?   Please do come forward, even if you only know part 
of the story – it is your responses that give rise to further information being made 
available.  I eagerly await your emails in my Inbox or letters, please?
          You will see from the next pages that we have a plea for help.  You have a 
dedicated and hard working Committee, but we are all getting older and there is 
more to do now that we have funds available to expand our activities and archive.  If 
you are able to help in any way please do come forward – it can by very rewarding 
to see what we are doing and help with the process.

EDITORIAL
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HELP NEEDED WITH LEYLAND TORQUE
 No one has come forward yet to take over from Bob Kell with the preparation 
of “Odd Bodies”.  This is very disappointing as it is not a big job and Bob has kindly 
offered to continue until a new sub-editor has been found.  
 What the job entails – “Odd Bodies” usually runs to about 4 pages of the 
magazine;  Mike has a stock of photographs ready for use which have come from 
members (many from Mike Fenton) and also pictures he has found himself, these 
form the new items and very little narrative is needed to be included with them when 
they fi rst appear in Torque.
 Members then write in with answers to queries and sending additional relevant 
photographs – there can usually be between 5 and 12 responses, mainly by e-mail, 
and 1 or 2 by letter.   After the 20th of the relevant month Mike distributes these to the 
sub-editor who basically extracts the information and consolidates it, with larger items 
being copied straight from the e-mail to save typing.  The end result is then sent by the 
sub-editor in “Word” as an attachment to an e-mail to Mike who then prepares it for the 
magazine together with “Photoshopping” the photographs to get the best out of them.
 This is not a big job but it is immensely helpful to have 4 pages of the 
magazine prepared and 95% complete.  If you think you may be able to help please 
come forward; if you are not able to put text into Word, you could always send it 
manuscript and I will arrange to get it typed.  A lot of effort goes into the production 
of this magazine for your enjoyment and to request a bit of help surely is not asking 
too much?!

MORE HELP NEEDED!
 Your Editor along with Neil Steele and Don Hilton, are now getting heavily 
involved in setting up a Leyland Society Archive, mainly in digital format, using our 
Ring-Fenced Funds for this purpose.  We have now re-named that rather clumsy but 
descriptive title to our “Archive Fund”.  It is early days yet but several test runs have 
been made with certain types of documentation and the way forward is emerging.  
Some rare Leyland Album Photographs have been acquired on e-Bay and saved for 
posterity – this was one of the missing Albums at the BCVM and the owner had 
unfortunately torn out all of the photographs so that he could make more money 
selling the individual photographs on e-Bay – what an absolute shame!  Anyway the 
better photographs have been acquired by the Leyland Society and we are currently 
digitising them for use in the magazines.  Three of them are in this issue of Leyland 
Torque so that you can see the quality of what we have been acquiring – the front 
cover, centre spread and tailpiece, all credited to the Leyland Society Archive.
 We are currently scanning and converting into PDF format, Leyland Data 
Sheets and Sales brochures as well as our own magazines.  In addition we are 
digitising Leyland Motors’ vehicle build records and, having already got 1974-1987 
into this format, we are now looking at the c1950-1973 period with the help of an 
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outside fi rm.   When completed we will have build-sheets for over ¼ million Leyland 
chassis recorded in this easily accessible way.
 In order to allow your Editor to devote more time to this activity it would be 
helpful if members or a member could help with producing other sections of Leyland 
Torque – at the moment a lot of work falls on a very few shoulders and in order to 
maintain the quality and amount of information that we can prepare, the workload 
needs to be shared among others – please do consider this very carefully and come 
forward with offers of help.  It is clear from the comments made that you all enjoy 
the magazines and it would be good to be able to keep up the standard without it 
being diluted with these other activities.

LEYLAND GATHERING AT LEYLAND, 2012   
     We are pleased to announce that we will be holding our annual Gathering 
of Leylands again in 2012 in Leyland town centre.  The annual Leyland Transport 
Festival will be held over the weekend of 7-8th July and displays from Cummins, 
Albion Automotive and other major companies are expected to form part of the 
attractions over that weekend.  Our vehicle display will take place on Sunday 8th July 
and we hope that vehicle owners will come and exhibit their vehicles in the town 
where they were ‘born’.  Planning work for both the Transport Weekend and the 
Society Gathering has already started and further details will be published in future 
issues of ‘Leyland Torque’ so mark the 8th July in your 2012 diary as a day to be in 
Leyland.
 The Leyland National all-steel integral constriction single deck bus was 
launched by Leyland in 1971 and our 2012 Gathering will celebrate the 40th 
anniversary of that event.  We are working with the Leyland National Register to 
arrange for a display of Leyland Nationals as part of the event.  The Leyland National 
had a major infl uence on public transport in the 1970s and ‘80s and the characteristic 
sound of the rear-mounted 510 engine became familiar in most UK town centres as 
the model entered service.  Some Nationals had long service lives and were rebuilt 
or re-powered by their operators and there are a few that have been withdrawn from 
public service only relatively recently.  If you are a National owner then we would 
be pleased to encourage you to bring your vehicle along to celebrate this milestone 
and contribute to the display.  However, owners of other Leylands should not think 
this will be a “bus-only” event – we welcome ALL Leylands, lorries, buses or fi re 
engines. 
 Overnight vehicle accommodation on the Saturday evening will be available 
in the Leyland area and we will publish further details when they have been fi nalised.  
Please remember to indicate on your entry form if you require overnight parking so 
that we have an idea of demand.  
          An entry form for the event is enclosed with this issue of Torque, which should 
be returned to Gary Dwyer at the address at the top of the form.  Please remember 
to enclose two SSAEs with your entry form.
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(Mike Sutcliffe)

Earlier this year, March to be precise, the entrance to what used to be Leyland’s 
North Works was given a facelift.  The work carried out was part of a revamp of 
Hough Lane with a pedestrianisation of Balfour Street.  Other elements of the re-
generation scheme included the restoration of the Leyland Clock on Churchill Way, 
the sighting of a Leyland-built Centurion Tank off Flensburg Way and new benches, 
fl ower boxes and street lighting in Hough Lane.

Northcote Street
 An impressive gateway to the Leyland Market has been built to copy the 
historic gates on Northcote Street, using some of the original stonework and the 

gates from the famous North Works, where Leyland 
vehicles were produced for decades.  Above the 
gates is an arch in which is located an oval Leyland 
Badge with the Leyland Scroll, imitating the original 
sign which was located on the side of the building 
on Hough Lane to the left of the entrance – this new 
sign says “Leyland Market”.  It was the original sign 
with an arrow pointing to the General Offi ces, that 
your Editor used as a basis for the Leyland Society 
Logo.
 The market hall is all that remains of the original 
North Works factory and during its life with Leyland 
Motors it performed many purposes including the 
Nozzle Shop for diesel injectors.
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 On the pavement on the left of the entrance to Northcote Street is a bronze statue 
of a Leyland worker leaving the factory.  This was inspired by a photograph taken of 
the Leyland Motors North Works site in May 1929 showing workmen leaving the site.  
The particular worker can be identifi ed at the bottom of the picture striding past by the 
Leyland SG9.  Also in the photograph is a Fishwick LSC3 Lion, TE 2331, in the centre 
a Leyland GH6 of Singleton, Leyland, TC 5383, and on the left a Leyland SG9 (half-
cab with a small “snout”, probably belonging to Ribble Motor Services).  Compare 

this with a mid-1950s view of the entrance, with the 
General Offi ces sign, an Octopus Shop Wagon and 
Austin A40 service van.
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       At the opening ceremony 
with the Leyland Motors’ 
Cub Fire Engine, ETJ 1, 
now a resident of the 
British Commercial Vehicle 
Museum, and Councellor 
David Suthers, who unveiled 
the bronze Leyland Motors 
worker, complete with pipe 
in mouth, as in the original 
photograph.

 Prior to the opening ceremony on the 21st March, there were two attempts by 
vandals to steal the statue, which had to have its foundations more fi rmly embedded 
under the pavement.  Unfortunately the pipe in his mouth did not last very long as vandals 
broke it off – a great pity and a very unfortunate sign of the times in which live!

Centurion Tank
 The Centurion Tank is located on a raised mound of ground next to a 
roundabout on Flensburg Way.
 The Centurion was developed during World War 2 as a cruiser tank and 
Mark II models entered service after the end of the war.  Over the years continuous 
development saw numerous modifi cations culminating in the Mark 13.  The 
Centurion is regarded as one of the best British tank designs of all time.
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 Centurion Tank’s were made in the Spurrier works in Leyland.  The “Tank 
Factory” was opened on the 23rd October 1953 during the Korean crisis and is part 
of Leyland’s famous industrial heritage.
 The all-welded steel hull of the 53 tonne Centurion is divided into 3 
compartments; driving at the front, fi ghting in the centre and engine and transmission 
at the rear. For over 60 years the Centurion Main Battle Tank provided the military 
backbone for numerous army’s around the globe, seeing action in wars from Korea 
and Vietnam, to India and the Gulf.
 Various organisations combined to bring the tank back to Leyland and Martin 
Ainscough donated the tank to the town.

MIKE SUTCLIFFE,  MBE

The Leyland Lion
 The former Crown Post Offi ce in Leyland, latterly used as an independent 
supermarket, has been reopened by Messrs Weatherspoons as a pub and restaurant 
under the title of “The Leyland Lion”.  Great care has been taken to give the building 
a unique character.  Externally the inn sign, which uses the traditional Leyland scroll, 
hangs below a 3D model of an LSC Lion in a red livery.  The menus are displayed in 
cases in the shape of Lion radiators.  Internally the walls are adorned with a selection 
of photographs, some from the BCVM archive, which feature Leyland buses and 
lorries, Preston trams, and historic views of the town.  One rectangular room has 
been given a match-boarded ceiling similar to that of a Leyland bodied Lion, and 
the seating is based on a design which resembles in shape and style that of buses of 
the late twenties.  Not wooden seats, but deeply upholstered luxury seats, with brass 
corner grab handles, as used on early express coaches.
          The building was offi cially opened on Tuesday 18th October 2011 when 
the preserved 1949 Leyland Tiger PS1/1, Plaxton bodied coach, EVD 580, (chassis 
473258) of Society member Tommy Snape ran in the town and posed for publicity 
shots.

RON PHILLIPS

Tommy Snape’s PS1 
Tiger celebrates with a 
human”Lion” outside 
Weatherspoons   

(Ken Cross)
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         Unfortunately, pressure of work at Leyland Trucks meant that this section of 
Torque could not be prepared in time for the deadlines for printing.  Opportunity has 
therefore been taken to include a couple of photographs which have been in stock for 
a few months and these are reproduced here, followed by two more pictures opposite, 
taken at the Leyland Society Gathering at Gaydon this summer, in the rain!

Model XF,  Operator – Freshlinc, Model – XF105 FTG 6 x 2, GCM – 50000kg, Engine Type 
– PACCAR MX 460hp, Gearbox – 12 Speed AS Tronic.

Model CF, Operator – Hutchinson’s Flour, Model - CF85 FTP 6 x 2, GCM – 44000kg, 
Engine Type – PACCAR MX 460hp, Gearbox – 12 speed AS Tronic.
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A very business-like looking wagon is this handsome Leyland Octopus 24/O.4, with Leyland 
O.600, 125hp engine, and 5-speed manual gearbox, UUY 892.                  (Roger Warwick)

Making photography very diffi cult in bright sunshine after heavy rain, this 1971 Plaxton 
bodied Leopard PSU3B/4R, chassis 7100269, UUF 329J (ex-Southdown) looks very refi ned 
in its Brighton Belle livery                (Roger Warwick)

SEEN  AT  GAYDON,  2011
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Peter Davies has chosen Leyland lorries owned by fi rms in South Wales for this 
issue.  

Blunt Bros, 12, Cardiff, BDO 882, was a very early example of the Octopus 22.O/1 dating 
from early February 1947, in fact, line no.6 and with 1946 chassis no.463041.  Note the 
absence of beading on the cab and the external windscreen hinges.

The only available view of this pre-war Cub shows the lorry from the side.  As it is an offi cial 
photograph when it was supplied new  to Brain’s Cardiff brewery and appears to have a 
Duramin cab.   
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This 1968 Ergomatic cabbed Super Comet 14SCT/2BR box van was recorded new to Geest 
Industries, Spalding, despite its London registration, with chassis no.851632, line no.772.  
It was photographed in Aberystwyth in August 1978, with Hill’s Transport, Dinas Powis, 
Cardiff.   

Caught on camera in its home town of Port Talbot is this 1955 Comet 90 tipper, RTG 839, 
belonged to H Griffi ths.  The photograph dates from 1965.
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Seen here on its fi rst day in service in June 1959, is KEJ 73, a 14 ton gross Super Comet 
14SCT/4R, chassis no.594835 (line no.89 )fl at lorry operated by J D James, Tregaron. The 
lorry was en route from Liverpool to Tregaron with its fi rst return load of agricultural feed.  
It was powered by an O.375 oil engine.

New to British Road Services, Swansea, this Ergomatic cabbed Freightline Beaver  14BT/
17R dates from April 1966.  It is coupled to a York semi-trailer.  Picture from the BRS fi les.   
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This shot dating from 1992 shows a 1989 Constructor 30.30 with Rolls-Royce Eagle at 
Leyton Williams’ yard in Brynmawr, Glamorgan.  The owner was clearly proud of his 
country, with all the dragons, also loyal to Leyland Motors with their calendar slogan  “The 
Leyland, She’s a Lady”   

At the same location as the previous shot this is an older tipper from the Leyton Williams 
fl eet – in this case a 1986 Constructor 24.21 with TL11A engine.    
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British Road Services, Ebbw Vale branch is the setting for this shot of a 22.O/1E Octopus 
fl at lorry, KDW287.  South Wales had the UK’s biggest concentration of BRS Leyland eight 
wheelers, this being new to BRS, Swansea Group, 8/54 (chassis 541066, line no.1587).   

This Octopus 22.O/1E dropside in Entress Transport livery is ex BRS Swansea Group, to 
whom it  was new in early December 1953, with chassis no.532596 (line no.1409).  It was 
photographed in 1966 at a lorry park in Loudwater near High Wycombe, just off the A40.   
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South Wales, with its huge steel industry was home to large numbers of Leyland eight wheelers.  
Philip Jones & Sons Ltd was typical of the many local hauliers running such vehicles.  PWN218 
was new in Aug. 1957, 24.O/4 fl at, chassis no.571258 (line no.490), seen at Jones’ yard in 1966. 

This DZ3 Lynx appears to be from the late 1930s but, as it was photographed before being 
registered, it is diffi cult to date it exactly.  The picture came from the archives of Arlington 
Motors who supplied the lorry to F J Sparkes & Sons through Arlington’s Cardiff branch.    
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116. Ashok Leyland 
Malcolm Wilford writes – following completion of more of the LMLtd chassis 
records, new information has come to light which may partly answer the request 
long ago in Torque No.27.  The entries for Ashok Leyland chassis changed at the end 
of 1976 as shown in the following example:- 
 before - Hippo AL-H1/1, line no.224, chassis 7607752, marked to Ashok 
Leyland, Madras   10/12/76 
 after  - Hippo AL-H1/1, line no.225, chassis 7703271, marked  “un-
accountable - Ashok Leyland”
Also at this time it appears that Ashok Leyland took over complete production of 
the Beaver models, as no further Beaver AL-B models appear thereafter.  The last 
Beavers manufactured at Leyland appear to be:-
 Beaver AL-B1/1,  chassis 7604890,  line no.159,  marked to Ashok Leyland, 
Madras,  11/6/76
 Beaver AL-B1/5,  chassis 7604278,  line no.154,  marked to Ashok Leyland, 
Madras,  22/9/76  
 Beaver AL-B1/2,  chassis 7607455,  line no.312,  marked to Ashok Leyland, 
Madras,  3/12/76
During late 1976 several are marked “Returned to Stores” with dates shipped being 
a month later.  Hippos carried on longer, still being issued with LML chassis and line 
numbers up to 1978 , but after 1976 all marked “un-accountable” as thought they 
were complete sets of parts shipped rather than CKD chassis?  The last recorded 
Leyland Hippo numbers are:  
          Hippo  AL-H1/1,  chassis 7803134,  line no.272,   1978 (date not recorded)
          Hippo  AL-H1/2,  chassis 7805698,  line no.1722,  1978 (date not recorded)
          Hippo  AL-H1/5,  chassis 7803666,  line no.362,    1978 (date not recorded)
So, who can tell us more ??

193. Experimental 9 Cylinder Engine  –  nothing on these yet, or 194 below?

194. Differences between the E.170/1,  E.175  and  E.181  Engines?  

195. Leyland Cubs in Belgium
 Mike Fenton has provided the following further information – I think I have 
narrowed down the identity of the left hand drive Cub illustrated on page 15 of 
Torque No.52, operating in Belgium in the late 1950s.  It must have been new as 
right hand drive as the opening part of its windscreen is on the right with a fi xed pane 
on the left.  Allowing for this I thought it looked familiar and very strongly suspect 
that it is one of a pair of Weymann-bodied KPZ4 Cubs supplied to Devon General 
in 1939 as DDV 452/53.  Both were withdrawn in 1951 and are recorded passing 
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to Mitchley (dealer), Birmingham with no further operator recorded.  Readers can 
compare for themselves the Torque shot with that of DDV 452 reproduced on page 
68 of Venture Publication’s Weymann book of 2002, and note the identical features, 
viz. destination box, double-beaded waistline, full set of half drop windows, fl ared 
panels, tapered glass window louvres, windscreen shape and opening confi guration, 
sun visor and shape of quarter lights.  I think that is enough to be going on with!  
Maybe someone has better information re disposals of the Devon General Cubs?  
          In Torque No.53, 
Cub 117579 shown 
on page 14 is one 
of 21 similar Short-
bodied Cubs reported 
as exported to 
Belgium in 1946, this 
particular one being 
London C29, BXD 
654.  The small shot 
of the Cub on page 
15 in Torque No.53 
look very much like 
another Short-bodied 
one – the Shorts and 
the Weymann-bodied 
Cubs (nine of which 
are also known to 
have been exported 
to Belgium) having 
subtle differences.
 I have a John 
Gillham shot of Short-
bodied Cub 8821.
P, formerly London 
Transport C54, BXD 
679 and operated by 
Paul Pironet of Pepinster with licence 92-73 in its destination box.  This too was 
right hand drive with its entrance in the second offside bay.  Also, I have another 
Belgian Cub picture – a Norman Forbes picture, taken in Tournai in April 1947, 
of what I am pretty sure is a Park Royal-bodied Cub from Southampton.  This was 
unchanged apart from the fi tting of front mudguards from another vehicle.

196. Retriever Crash Tender
 From Brian Baxter – I was interested to see the picture of the Leyland 
Retriever based crash tender in the latest magazine.  I have some photos of this or 
an identical one in National Fire Service grey and appropriate markings whereas 
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the magazine photo appears to show red with gold lining and that, together with the 
absence of headlamp masks, suggests a post war repaint.  The two small circular 
emblems high on the side are NFS roundels but the NFS remained in being for 
nearly three years after the War ended, so this would be correct.  I do not have my 
notes to hand but I believe there may have been more than one of these vehicles and 
that they were converted in a Home Offi ce workshop.  I do not know if any post de-
nationalisation brigade inherited the vehicle but it cannot have been very successful 
in its role as the Retriever was hardly a fl yer and the size of the conversion suggests 
a very substantial water and foam tank which would have added to the weight.  I do 
not have a view of the vehicle which shows what pump was carried or fi tted.
 The NFS built a number of crash tenders to supplement those of the RAF and 
USAAF and stationed them in areas which had a number of airfi elds, as the NFS often 
reached a crashed aircraft well before any Service vehicle.  Most of the crash tenders 
were basic two wheel drive truck based water tenders with additional foam producing 
equipment but two other purpose built conversions are known and were photographed, 
both six wheelers.  One was an Albion and the other on a US built Studebaker chassis 
supplied under Lend Lease.  Other Retrievers used by the NFS were breakdown trucks 
one of which passed to the post war Birmingham Fire Brigade.  

197. “Jack-in-the Box” differential – nothing received on this yet!

198. Southdown Tiger Cub 
 Robert Smith advises that UCD 116 was a Leyland Tiger Cub PSUC1/2 (chassis 
number 576412) with Beadle C41F body delivered to Southdown (1116) in December 
1957 and was sold in November 1970.    At some stage, possibly 1961 or earlier, it was 
apparently fi tted with air suspension.  This would be very unusual for a Tiger Cub.  Please 
can anyone provide any details of the air suspension system used, when it was fi tted 
and, if appropriate, when it was removed?  He would be very grateful for any help and 
any new information will enhance Southdown 
Enthusiasts Club records and a forthcoming 
volume of their excellent Fleet History series.

199.  S.M.T. and Leylands
 Richard Gadsby has recently acquired a 
fascinating timetable from OSMART entitled 
“Scottish Bus Timetable - March 1947” which 
covered all the routes operated at that time by 
the SMT group constituents, including SMT 
(who latterly favoured AEC) and Alexander 
(who were strong Leyland customers).  This 
“advertisement” showing a classic “Glasgow 
belongs ta me” character is included in the 
Alexander section but not the SMT section - 
clearly apologising for the lack of new vehicles 
at that time.
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 Why was this a problem with Alexander and not SMT?   As a preferred 
Leyland user, Alexander had only managed to procure twelve PS1s by March 1947 
(and those were during that month), whereas SMT had by this time acquired over 
fi fty AEC Regals (its preferred post-war chassis), even though Alexander’s fl eet was 
approximately twice the size of that of the parent company.  SMT itself was able to 
obtain some 145 AEC Regals between 1947 and 1950, with Alexander receiving 
over two hundred PS1s during the same period.  The balance of the new full-sized 
single-deckers for Alexander were a mixture - mainly AEC and Guy, many supplied 
during 1946 and early 1947, which made for much enthusiast interest. 
          It would seem that AEC Regals were generally easier to obtain during this very 
early post-war period than Tiger PS1s.  It would be nice to have more details about 
Leyland’s position at this time with regard to export versus domestic supply.  Was 
the Alexander experience common to other major Leyland customers at the time, 
where they had to source chassis from other suppliers?  If so, did this affect those 
customers loyalty to Leyland?   On the face of it, it does not appear so.

200. Unusual Gear Change
 Terry Davis from New South Wales, Australia, was given a 5 speed air gear 
change with a retard lever.   He has been involved in the bus industry for nearly 40 
years and has never seen a gear change like this one and would be very grateful if 
readers could shed some light on it for him.

201. Marine Leylands
 A HTS powerboat was fi tted with two modifi ed Leyland 500 engines for 
the round Britain powerboat race circa 1969-70.  Tim Moss asks if anyone has any 
further information on the engines fi tted to the boat and what became of them?

202. Unusual Leyland Beaver 
Badge
 A Leyland Beaver badge was 
handed in at the BCVM recently.   Has 
anyone seen one like this before?  Could 
it have been produced at the Depot in 
Canada?
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 In those days, now so long, long ago, when in clouds of steam, the Dun 
Laoghaire – Dublin boat train might comprise fl at roofed bogies, a clerestory saloon 
and the odd six-wheeler, all in shades of green and emblazoned with the “fl ying-snail “, 
when open top trains dating from Queen Victoria’s last years ground majestically up 
the Hill of Howth, and horse-drawn green Post Offi ce vans clattered round Nelson 
Pillar.  In those times when in dark bars of country towns, scented with turf smoke, 
pints of stout drawn from the cask into enamel jugs and by slow degrees into waiting 
glasses, might occupy many minutes watched by quiet men in dark suits and fl at caps, 
anticipating that fi rst quaff through the creamy head – whilst outside a Ford Consul, 
its doors secured with rope, might contain a dozen sheep or a back seat full of calves.  
Those years when “the man who made time made plenty of it” the Celtic Tiger was a 
Leyland OPS3, long, wide, green of course, and rakishly handsome.
          They gathered around Dublin’s modern, concrete Busarus, bound for Cork, 
Ballina, Sligo – journeys of many hours across country returning the following day; or 
they set off from provincial centres, Limerick, Waterford, Galway (where destination 
boards were in Gaelic script) to serve remote townlands, carrying alongside nuns, 

farmers and local goods, bicycles and sack-
imprisoned livestock.   
          Those “P” class Tigers, front or rear 
entranced, seated 39 and carried a conductor 
armed with a vast rack of multi-coloured 

P6, ZH 6338,  Leyland OPS3, chassis 
no. 483310, a classic C.I.E bodied 39 
seat Tiger in Waterford, 1961.   

(J.C. Gillham)
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tickets.  They were fast on the mostly empty main roads (held up sometimes by a 
line of horse and donkey carts, each bearing a churn to the creamery) and trailing a 
plume of dust where a section of road remained unsurfaced for many years.

 Then came the Royal Tigers, underfl oor engined PSU1/13 and PSU1/15s, the 
C.I.E “U” class, still new in green livery and with the long advertisement boards in 
traditional fashion, but lacking some of the fl air of their predecessors. 
 Coras lompair Eireann had been formed by the Government in 1945 to take 
over road and rail transport in most of the Republic.  Services previously operated 
by Dublin United Transport and Great Southern Railway continued much as before 
until by the 1960s changes were afoot.  The “Snail” disappeared, new liveries 
appeared; cherry red for saloons, Birmingham look-alike for double deckers, whilst 
the railways now dieselised, sported, saffron and black.

 

P266, ZU 6006, Leyland Tiger OPS3/1,  chassis no. 501449, a town service saloon with roof 
number box and cherry red livery.   (Michael Plunkett collection)

P289, ZJ6029, OPS3/1, 
chassis no. 510139, 
“The Cranagh”.  These 
coaches were named 
after rivers and seated 
30.   (Michael Plunkett 
collection)
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So a new Euro-inspired Celtic Tiger emerged.  “The Man who made Time” was 
making less of it.  Hacienda – style bungalows proliferated and kegged Guinness 
was served ice cold with a shamrock contrived in the froth to an increasing number 
of overseas visitors.  The “Celtic Tiger” was no longer a Leyland.
          Of course there had been Tigers in Ireland since the very fi rst TS1 was delivered 
to HMS Catherwood in Belfast and fl eets of TS6, TS7 and TS8s operated with D.U.T 
and G.S.R, the last TS11s withdrawn only in the 1950s.  And of course there were 
also many and varied Celtic Titans, from TD1s to the enormous, tin-fronted PD3s 
(and Lions too) which roamed the streets of Dublin and elsewhere, fl eets of them, 
but that – is another story altogether.

U22, ZO6893, Royal 
Tiger PSU1/15, 
chassis no.532401, 
“The Corrib”, with 
34 seats “on top of 
the waves!”  Had 
C.I.E visited Duple?   
It was later fi tted 
with 41 seats.   

(Michael Plunkett 
collection)

U81, ZO6952, PSU1/13, chassis no.531822, with 45 seats.   The C.I.E bodied Royal Tiger 
bus was quite handsome!                   (Roy Marshall)
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Candidates for “Odd Bodies” and possibly the ugliest of all Tigers?   These G.S.R coaches, 
213/14,  ZA7181/82 (chassis nos. 9915/16) were clearly thought to be the “cats whisker” in 
their black and white livery.              (Cyril McIntyre collection)

Great Southern Railway, 209, TI 2966, a Tiger TS7 of 1936, chassis no.9911.  Its multi-
window 32 seat G.S.R body in red, white and black, carrying a full load plus bicycles from 
Limerick to Lisdoonvarna.          (S.L. Poole)
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Thanks to John Bennett, David Charlton, Maurice Doggett, Mike Fenton, Peter Greaves, 
Michael Plunkett and Mike Sutcliffe.

Palanquin, London W3, Leyland Tiger TS2, XV 3774  (Torque No.53)
 Maurice Doggett notes that Palanquin had two batches of similar coaches 
(XV 3774-6 and UL 5354-6) in November 1928 and February 1929 respectively 
(chassis 60126-8 and 60153-5).  All had Dodson bodies, possibly with two doors, 
seating 32 (XV batch) and 32, 23 and 20 (UL batch).  All six were sold to Varsity 
Coaches of Cambridge in June 1930 and then on to the Eastern Counties Omnibus 
Co. Ltd in August 1933 becoming AT139/7/8/140-2.  All six were then rebodied 
as double-deckers in 1934 with Eastern Counties highbridge bodies and fi ve were 
transferred to the Norwich Electric Tramways.  Eastern Counties retained UL 5355 
but the other fi ve rejoined it when the Norwich system closed in December 1935.  
Their subsequent history was dealt with in Torque No.34.  

   Surely their rear 
platforms must have 
been very short with the 
long coach wheelbase of 
17ft 6in and a standard 
overall DD length, by 
then 26ft! Was this so?

Arlington and Meltz bodied Tigers  (Torque Nos.52-53)
 Following our 
request for a photograph 
of one of the Arlington 
bodied Tiger TS1s 
for Bradshaw, SE18, 
John Bennett has sent 
this excellent picture 
taken by Joe Higham 
of the fi rst of the three, 
HX 5033.

We have shown this 
photograph of XV3774 
before but it is very 
relevant here.   (ECOC)
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Clarke (Alexandra), Enfi eld, Leyland Tiger TS4, AME 460  
(Torque No.53)
 This coach was new in May 1933 and chassis 2856.  The smart coachwork 
was by Beadle of Dartford (body no. 332).   

Walker (Broadway), Liverpool, Leyland Lion(?), VO 2364  
(Torque No.53)
 The Bedford OB in the photograph belongs to Tootle’s Coaches of 
Skelmersdale which identifi es a Liverpool location.  VO 2364 is also identifi ed by 
our correspondents as a Lion LT1 (chassis 50606) which was new in November 1929 
to Thompson of Stanton Hill, Notts.  It later went into the Mansfi eld District and 
Midland General fl eets (no.119).
 Now, the problems arise!  The body, which Mike Fenton and Michael Plunkett 
agree is almost certainly by Burlingham, appears to be too late (?1933) for a 1929 
Lion and Michael notes that the chassis dumb-irons are not those fi tted to an LT1.  
It could indicate a later Lion or Tiger chassis and Tiger radiator is fi tted.  The semi-
fl oating rear axle would still indicate a late 1920s or early 1930s chassis.  So is this 
really VO 2364?

NEW ITEMS
 For this issue I have gathered four mid to late 1930s Tigers with, probably, 
original bodies for the chassis.  The coachbuilders are not clear however.  

Ashton Coaches, Warrington, Leyland Tiger TS6,  ED8919
 A handsome late-1930s affair but what do we know of its coachbuilder and 
history?

(Peter Greaves)
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Royal Arsenal Co-operative Society,  Leyland Tiger TS7,  BYE995, 
Royal Arsenal Co-operative Society,  Leyland Tiger TS7,  DYO297
 These London Tiger coaches could have the same coachbuilder but I can’t 
recognise either.

Adnams, Merton, Leyland Tiger TS7,  EA8300
 Although this coach has been submitted for identifi cation, it looks like a late-

1930s Duple 
body to me, 
with that small 
repeat fl are 
under the rear 
windows.  But, 
am I correct?  
Also, who was 
the fi rst owner?

(Alan Lambert)

(WJ Haynes)

(Roy Marshall)
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 If the question was asked “When was the fi rst Leyland Tiger Cub built?”, the 
answer would almost certainly be April 1952 with the building of underfl oor engined 
OTC 738 and RTB 49 (the prototypes with 1951 chassis numbers) – Wrong!   The fi rst 
Leyland Tiger Cub was built 20 years earlier, in 1931!  
 We are indebted to the magnifi cent photographic archive at the British 
Commercial Vehicle Museum and the survival of the General Manager’s monthly 
reports, to learn that drawings were initially made for the Tiger Cub, a special Tiger six 
cylinder engined 20 seater for Canada, were commenced in March 1931.  This was at 
a time when the Leyland Cub was being introduced at the Kingston factory following 
a very long and involved development process and, at the Leyland Headquarters, 
virtually all Leyland engineering effort was aimed at new engine development.
 The Chief Engineer’s report for March 1931 is particularly long it is worth 
just looking at the background to show what was going on in that department at that 
time, the Oil Engine Engineer (possibly Mr Biggar) had visited Stockholm where 
he had spent some days testing the Hesselman “Spark Ignition” engine in a Titan 
chassis, where tests had not gone to well.  He reported that although the idling was 
very much improved and the general power running at high speed was satisfactory, 
the engine smoked very badly.  New designs for a 4½in Hesselman Mark II (as 
opposed to 4in) were being planned as was an oil engine version of the “F-Head” of 
a new petrol engine currently then being designed.
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 In addition to this there was the development of the “Tiger-Diesel”, an engine 
which was designed to be interchangeable with the T-type petrol engine and which 
ultimately developed into the famous 8.6 litre oil engine.  The fi rst test engine was 
at the time being transferred from the test bench to a Lioness chassis for road test.  
Whilst its output was still considerably below the objective there were governing 
and starting problems, also further combustion chamber development was needed 
and this latter point was being developed on a specially built single-cylinder engine 
for test purposes.  There were also problems with the pistons on the Tiger-Diesel and 
also another engine, the Leopard engine, was currently under development.  Tests 
were also being carried out on a Mercedes-Benz oil engine which was running on 
a test basis in one of Viney’s lorries and being inspected at Leyland on a monthly 
basis.   It was therefore “all go!” in the department on the oil engine front.

  On the petrol engine front a new 6 cylinder engine known as the “F-Type” 
was being developed for use in the new Llama good chassis (the Llama was a totally 
new chassis with setback front axle and protruding bonnet later to be re-named 
“Buffalo” for the 4 wheeler and “Rhino” for the 6 wheeler).  In addition the Lynx 
Tractor was being developed and encountering problems due to excessive angularity 
in the universal couplings caused by its relatively short wheel base as a tractor unit.  
 Also, to add to all this activity, plans were being fi nalised in the Engineer’s 
Department for the forthcoming Olympia Show for 1931, it was “the Company’s 
defi nite policy to give more preference to the goods vehicles at the time of the Show 
as the Company’s passenger products were so well known and established”.  With 
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this end in view on the Company’s stand would be shown one of the new 2 ton 
models in chassis form and show fi nish and a side-type 2 ton short goods model fi tted 
with a van body for a railway company – these of course were the new Leyland Cub 
models.  In addition the new Llama goods vehicle designed to carry the maximum 
weight legally permissible on 2 axles and this was to be fi tted with the new F-Head 
petrol engine, a heavy type gearbox and a new fully fl oating worm axle of increased 
size.  It would have the setback front axle with spoked wheels, also the similar 3-
axled goods vehicle would also be shown, the Rhino.  Passenger vehicles were to 
be represented by a Titan fi tted with what was described as a “stunt” body, built by 
Leyland, with some modifi cations to the engine and a fully fl oating worm axle to be 
included (this body was of course the demonstrator with a rather odd arrangement of 
entrances).

 With all of this activity going on, one can imagine the Chief Engineer’s 
reaction to the Deputy Managing Director of the time (Basil Nixon) coming along 
with a bright idea to build a special “Tiger Engined” version of the Leyland Cub, 
designed to suit a 20 seater body for sale in Canada.  The tone of the Chief Engineer’s 
report really says it all – “special attention has had to be given in the Drawing Offi ce 
during the month to the preparation of drawings for the special 20 seater bus fi tted 
with a Tiger engine, which the Deputy Managing Director considers a saleable 
machine for Canada”. 
 The April 1931 report announced that the 20 seater bus was to be called 
the Tiger-Cub which “is being drawn out following the DMD’s views for a high 
powered small capacity bus for Overseas” it had been decided that, as the present 
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design incorporated a new front axle and a new rear axle as compared with those on 
the standard Canadian production, it was in effect like introducing an entirely new 
model.  It was therefore decided to test the machine with a standard 2 ton Cub axle 
–  preparations were being made to assemble the machine along these lines.
 By May a number of layouts had been made for the installation of the radiator 
showing the necessary modifi cations to the radiator apron of the standard R.24 unit.  
Several designs had been prepared for the front cross-member fi xing and a new front 
dumb-iron with triangular fl ange for the cross-member attachment.  As this vehicle 
was clearly intended to have front bumper bars consideration had been given to the 
question of the detachable starting handle.  Stronger front springs for the increased 
loading conditions had been worked out and standard propshafts and centre bearings 
were being modifi ed for the vehicle.
 By June 1931 pressures had reached bursting point and it was reported that 
“work on the Tiger-Cub was suspended during the month owing to the pressure of 
more important work”.  By July, things were getting even more frantic and work on 
the Tiger-Cub continued to be suspended, as was work on a new Canadian Tigress 
with 20ft wheelbase and a forward control Terrier.  The fi rst Llama chassis (soon now 
to be re-named Buffalo) was almost fi nished but a decision was made to substitute a 
“T”-type Mark II engine.  The 6 wheeler Rhino was still at the drawing stage, only 
three months before the Show.  Detailed drawings had been issued now with “T”-
type engine although it had been planned to incorporate the new Leopard oil engine 
in this chassis, but they were running out of time.  The Leopard engine, which was 
the heavier oil engine designed to give 100 horsepower, had been under test during 
the month but was not yet satisfactory, in fact the Engineer’s report for July went 
on to say “the situation at the moment is rather a precarious one in so far that the 
type of engine to be exhibited in the chassis at the forthcoming Olympia Show is 
not yet decided.  The new petrol engine known as the “F”-Head engine, and of 
which several have been made, is giving good results as far as horsepower and petrol 
consumption are concerned.  It had some month previously been decided that this 
engine should be put into production, but this was later rescinded to give more time 
to ascertain the performance of the engine in service” – this is probably the reason 
why a decision was made to change the Llama engine to a “T”-type Mark II, and the 
“F”-Head engine was dropped.
 The August Chief Engineer’s report included the following comments 
regarding the Tiger-Cub “it will be recollected that when the Deputy Managing 
Director returned from his world tour he recommended the study of a chassis similar 
to the Cub but fi tted with a Tiger engine, giving as his opinion that there was a 
demand for this type of vehicle overseas.  A great deal of time has been spent on 
this design and as yet nothing has been fi nalised and it becomes a questions as to 
whether it should be proceeded with.  Nothing more was then mentioned of the 
Tiger-Cub until a letter was received from Mr Bauchop, the Manager of the New 
Zealand Depot, dated 16th September 1931.  New Zealand was presumably one of 
the overseas markets that Basil Nixon saw as an opportunity for his Tiger-Cub but 
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clearly Mr Bauchop was not impressed, saying – “Mr Nixon has told me, in response 
to my cable, some details of the Tiger-Cub and I have written him giving my very 
strong opinion that the Tiger-Cub design which he outlines is not suitable for New 
Zealand.  Yesterday I was out on a trial run with the new Leyland Cub Parlour 
Coach and I was fortunate to get some of the most important buyers in the White 
Star Organisation, the biggest combination of motor users in NZ, to take them for 
a run.  The steering and lock were much admired and the springing was excellent.  
The hill climbing with a full load of 14 people was really remarkable and we are off 
at the start of next week to Mount Cook for a very important conference of White 
Star people, at the Hermitage, and I will report on this later.  The performance of the 
Cub engine, with a gross loaded weight of about 4 tons, 8cwt has left no doubt in 
my mind that she will do the job of the amended Tiger-Cub, and the Cub should be 
a splendid line”.
 This appears to be the fi nal nail in the coffi n of the Tiger-Cub and the 
only subsequent mention of the vehicle was on the 10th November 1931 when 
4 photographs of the chassis, all reproduced here, were recorded in the Leyland 
photograph register.  The chassis appears to be in fi nished form albeit not painted 
and is clearly a combination of the Cub and Tigress.  One would imagine that the 
performance must have been quite exhilarating and one wonders what happened to 
the chassis, the number of which is currently unknown, but possibly in the 65000 
series (query around 65030??).  It is diffi cult to believe that the chassis ever received 
a body and it merely may have been dismantled and the parts put into stock.  So, one 
of Basil Nixon’s “good ideas”, following his world tour, never came to fruition!   (All 
photos, BCVMT, L010378/79/76/80)
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 I am intrigued to know if any more can be found from Leyland records or 
elsewhere regarding a Thames Valley Traction Co. vehicle which had its specifi cation 
changed between ordering and delivery.
 My query concerns the last of a batch of what was to have been 6 Lion LT2s 
with dual-purpose Brush rear-entrance bodies, fi ve of which became Cars 225-9, RX 
6245-9, and had chassis nos. 51208-212 in order.  The 6th of this batch was changed 
to be a Tiger TS3 with full coach bodywork for evaluation of the type on the Reading 
– Ascot –  London service, which was suffering from competition by Thackray’s 
Way and its Gilfords.  The TV Board Minutes confi rm that this was a change from 
the original order, and at one point is referred to as a ‘6-cylinder Lion’.
 When the vehicle was declared for licensing it was described as a Lion LC2 
(sic) and the chassis no. 61065 given on 31.6.30.  The same number was quoted as 
the engine no. in TV’s engine records, which also state it was received on 22.7.30. 
The 5 LT2s were licensed on 10th/17th July 1930.  The 6th vehicle became Car 230, 
RX 6250 and, in common with the LT2s was provided with a Thames Valley radiator 
badge, which was fi tted to a standard LT2 unit rather than a Tiger-type radiator. So, 
was this a unique feature or were other such combinations made available for that 
purpose, or was there a simpler reason for this factor? 
 I am wondering if this chassis was already in progress as the 6th Lion when 
the decision to specify the 6-cylinder model came about, meaning that the TV-
badged radiator had also been prepared?  I’m no expert on Leylands, so perhaps 
someone has facts or comments on this idea.  One interesting point perhaps to check 
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is whether Lion chassis 51213 (or perhaps even 51207) was completed, or did it 
become the Tiger?
 By the time TV had decided to order more Tigers the TS4 was in production, 
but they had the standard radiator with Thames Valley lettering carried across the 
radiator mesh.
 Two of the photos show both sides of Car 230 when completed at Brush 
coachworks, whilst the other is a later view in post-war service as a service saloon, 
by which time it sported an old radiator (from a TD1?), the TV fl eet of that period 
having quite a mixture of radiators due to the need to keep vehicles going for so 
long.

(Brush)

 (Michael Plunkett)
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From Raymond Jackson    
        In Torque No.52, page 33, I wish to point out that in the excellent article by 
Benni Haspel, in the fi rst paragraph he states that “in the beginning of the 1960s 
Leyland became a partner in the Autocars Company, Haifa”, this is not correct as the 
Autocar Co only took over the Leyland Ashdod plant a few weeks before the 6 Days 
War in 1967.  Prior to that the Leyland Ashdod plant was owned and run by CNEC 
Israel, (The Consolidated Near East Company) the MD was a Mr Leo Rutenburg and 
the Plant Director was a Mr M Prihar (from South Africa).  I was actually in Israel 
before, during, and after the 6 Day War on a secondment from Leyland, Sept 1966 
to Oct 1967, and lived there for 5½ years, as Service Manager at the Yahud Garage/
Service Department, and Engineering Supervisor at the Ashdod plant when needed 
on assembly problems.  This is another story, but if you wish I can continue with 
this later in another letter.  (Yes please, again, the more we can learn about the subject, the 
better! – Ed.)  After a 42½ year career with Leyland and 17 years working overseas 
for the company in Iran, Israel, Africa, S America (Venezuela, Colombia), Hong 
Kong, Jamaica and Europe I am now enjoying my retirement.       

From Malcolm Margetts      
          I’d like to add my recollections from a service and parts viewpoint, so before 
proceeding I decided to search for my passports which date back to the 1950s to see 
just how much time I really spent in Israel.  After a lengthy search I established that I 
was in Israel from 30/11/63 to 23/12/63 for Leyland, and from 12/06/66 to 17/06/66 
for Scammell.  If my passport can be believed I took no foreign exchange on the 
earlier trip and took £125 but returned with £50 on the Scammell visit!  It is of course 
diffi cult to comment with any degree of accuracy on events of almost 50 years ago, 
but I can recall some of the highlights of my visit and remember  the companionship 
of Barouh Lavine and Rami Ezrony during the almost three week long fi rst visit.  We 
spent much time together and I joined Barouh with his family both weekends.  My 
Scammell visit was for fi ve days only and involved visiting the Ashdod factory only.
         My recollection of the factory in December 1963 was of a factory shell far from 

Two letters in response 
to the article in Torque 
No.52 are included under 
this heading together with 
more pictures which have 
been sent by Benni Haspel, 
John Bennett and Allan 
Condie.Photo - Tel Aviv, 1943  (Les Tuxford – OS)
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complete with doors and window frames still to 
be installed.  Worldmasters were being unpacked 
in 4-pack kit form in a simple assembly area.  I 
suspect the facility was behind schedule and 
chassis were in their very early stages of local 
build.  I should imagine production was about 
four per week but there was a plan to greatly 
exceed this, I suspect with a target of 20 per 
week within 12 months.   An adjacent line was 
dedicated to the Clydesdale and a further line to 
bonneted Beaver and Hippo, I suspect in lesser 
quantities than Worldmaster.  I would estimate 
the workforce to be in the region of 50 and recall 
there was a power steering test rig, but little else 
in the way of production aids.  I do not recall any 
other models and understood that a PD2 operated 
in Haifa and the two CKD Lions were expected, 
however, despite touring much of the country I 
saw only Worldmasters, not even an ECO Comet 
of which some had been imported second hand 
in the 1950s.
           My visit was to report on service problems 
both of a technical nature and CNEC’s existing 
service network, I also reported on assembly 
problems both to LML and Albion.  The assembly 
problems were mostly related to shortages and 
I seem to recall that this was a lesser problem 

with Albion kits.  The technical problems were compounded by L-A building from 
packs out of arrival sequence, there being a large stock of chassis packs in outside 
storage awaiting movement to the assembly area, and the use of the more recently 

Another view of the LOPS2/3 
double decker with East Lancs body.    
It is thought that Haifa may also 
have had some M.C.C.W. bodied 
LOPD2s later – is this correct and 
if so who can supply some details 
please? – Ed.    

(Allan Condie collection)

Ashdod Leyland 
Super Comet, 
photographed 
in 1969 by Gal 
Albucher
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arrived pack fi rst simply because it was more easily accessed.  Leyland were going 
through several design updates at the time and were also having to dual source many 
components.  The non sequential arrival of completed chassis to the three main bus 
companies was a major irritant, they were in a state of despair with chassis having 
faulty design entering service months after improved designs had already been 
received.
          Another very serious problem was the poor quality of proprietary components, 
CAV in particular and both compressor manufacturers, and there was a blame game 
going on between LML and CAV at most senior levels within each company.  Matters 
were not helped by CNEC being agents for CAV and importers for Leyland and all 
of this ultimately lead to the formation of BUTEC.  

Several hundreds of Ford 
F8 (shown here at the 
Egged Museum), GMC, 
White Super and even 
Chausson APH buses had 
their engines replaced with 
Leyland units in the 1960s, 
some even being converted 
to Wilson Pneumo-cyclic 
transmission   

(Andy Radulesco)

          Probably the biggest problem was the absence of any service backup for the 
growing Leyland/Albion vehicle parc, and there was talk of a central workshop on 
the eastern edge of Tel Aviv.  This had not materialised on my second visit.
          Rami Ezrony had plans for L-A to start manufacture of GB94 gear trains at 
an aircraft company, but he had left by 1966, and Ashdod had not reached this stage 
in its development at that time to support this, although the military engineering 
capacity and infrastructure was available and there was the will to do so.  Indeed 
local manufacture was being encouraged by the government.
          I’m afraid that I have no experience of Ashdod exports, but I’m sure that 
somewhere in the Leyland Society there is information, Don Hilton is the UK build 
expert and he may have export manufacturing information to offer.  Neither do I have 
any information on engines or gearboxes being assembled at Ashdod, although one 
of the bus companies (I think Egged) had a limited production line for reconditioning 
horizontal 680s.  I don’t recall seeing any truck forward control variants on the 1963 
visit, but sales of the smaller engine family 400/401 in the Clydesdale were building 
up and I should imagine by the early 1970s probably exceeded Worldmaster.
 My fi nal recollection of the fi rst visit was being called up to London Offi ce 
for a 9:00am meeting on January 1st 1964 with RE and others to discuss my report 
and particularly my criticism of CNEC.  I was only notifi ed of the meeting mid 
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afternoon on the 31st and had to travel overnight in a cold train in the famous freeze-
up to make the appointment!
 The only other point, is that the photograph on page34 of the last issue 
of Torque, showing the heavy goods line, was I suspect taken later than mid 1964, 
or alternatively a remarkable turnaround was achieved between Dec 1963 when 
the building was an empty shell and June 1964, when production seems to be well 
ordered and more reminiscent of my 1966 visit. 
We now have yet another excellent article on Ashdod, this time by Martin Phippard, to 
follow in the next issue of Torque, and this demonstrates just how much new information 
can come to light following the publication of one colour photograph – Nick Georgano’s 
picture in issue no.50 – Surely this is just what this magazine and the Leyland Society is 
all about!   Does any other reader have any more information and photographs relating to 
Ashdod Leyland or CNEC?  -  Ed.)

One of the Ashdod 
Leyland Panthers 
with Israeli bodies 
at the Egged 
Museum, with a 
close-up of the 
badge.   
(Benni Haspel)
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 In the last issue of Leyland Torque I went to some lengths to explain the right 
level of dpi and fi le sizes to get the best out of photographs and for preserving them 
digitally for prosperity.  Unfortunately the gremlins got into the article on page 33 
– a case of checking the typing of your own work, never a good idea!  In the middle 
paragraph there are 3 instances where gigabytes (GB) should have been recorded 
as megabytes (MB) and in the penultimate paragraph, likewise, 3 instances where 
gigabytes should be recorded as megabytes.  As set out in the table at the top of page 
34 the aim is to get a fi le size for a photograph at a minimum of 6MB or for even 
better results a higher resolution, 10-12MB.  When a picture fi le size gets below 
2MB or 3MB it becomes more diffi cult to correct any defects in the picture.  These 
fi le sizes relate to black and white images and of course, if the image is in colour 
the fi le size needs to be 3 times the size of black and white.  So, 6MB in black and 
white would equate to 18MB in colour (RGB) –  this is all rather important and if 
you follow the table at the top of page 34 you won’t go far wrong. (Thank you Peter 
Greaves for pointing out this error – Ed.)

Photograph credits and copyright
 Following the publication of the article on scanning last time there has been 
a very good response and clearly this has helped a lot of people.  One or two have 
questioned the accreditation of photographs and copyright and, whilst I do not 
profess to be an expert at all on copyright, I can explain the rules by which I operate 
as Editor of Leyland Torque.
 I take a fairly simplistic approach in that, provided all photographs are 
credited to the original photographer, or owner of the copyright, most people are 
completed happy – most in fact like to see their name in print and to be credited 
for taking the photograph.  Out of courtesy, if there was any doubt, I would contact 
the photographer/owner if he is known and readily contactable – in fact there are 
some people and organisations where this is essential, especially if they are fairly 
hot on enforcing copyright or require a reproduction fee for the use of a photograph.  
Frequently the mere fact that you ask them results in a “yes, by all means” and a 
request for accreditation to their organisation.
 It is quite rare that we have to pay the reproduction fee for the use of a picture 
in Leyland Torque or the Society Journal, with the exception of those from the 
British Commercial Vehicle Museum, where we do pay for the use of images and 
have a good working relationship with that organisation; we are their major source 
of revenue from their photograph collection.
 I have come across a few instances where an individual has written a book or 
an article but not illustrated it with other people’s photographs for fear of upsetting 
the photographer or breaching copyright and this is an awful shame, if we adopted 
that principle with Leyland Torque it would be a much less interesting publication.
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 Frequently photographs do not have the photographer’s name, or copyright 
holder, on the back and this is a problem – if the photographer/copyright holder wants 
to be credited, or copyright upheld, he should put his name and possibly address on 
the back of the photograph.  If this is absent and the photograph is anonymous you 
cannot blame a person using the photograph, in these circumstances I would always 
credit the person’s collection from whom the photograph was acquired.  This is 
frequently not possible when purchasing photographs at fairs or on e-Bay and in 
these cases you can only credit your own collection or the person’s collection from 
whom the photograph has been borrowed for use in the publication.  Unless there 
was a specifi c ban on using the photograph I would always publish it and credit the 
person or organisation that appears to deserve the credit and, having adopted this 
policy for the last 54 issues of Leyland Torque, I have never been challenged on this 
point.  If this did subsequently upset someone I would of course apologise and offer 
to publish the credit in the next issue of the magazine.
 After a while one gets to know, or at least have a good idea, who may have 
originally taken a photograph, as in the case of those excellent pictures taken by 
the late Geoff Atkins, Joe Higham or W Noel Jackson – these all seem to have a 
hallmark of their own.  If a collection has been donated to another organisation, say 
to the Omnibus Society on the death of the original photographer, perhaps the best 
method is then to credit both, e.g. (Joe Higham – OS Collection).  I consider that 
the original photographer must be credited in all cases as, if it had not been for him 
taking the photograph we would all be the poorer for it.   I hope that readers will fi nd 
these notes useful and if anyone wants to take issue with anything I have said or add 
further comments please write to the Editor.

As a fi ller, here is a comical picture, blown up from a terrible image on a postcard, of a 
Morecambe 1920 Leyland G1 in trouble with the driver getting his feet wet trying to re-start 
the bus on the handle.              (Roger Warwick collection)
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Leylands at work in New Zealand
Letters/emails summarised by and response prepared by Gary Dwyer
 Howard Dixon from New Zealand has sent us some pictures of two Leyland 
lorries that are still earning their keep on general haulage activities.  The vehicles are 
a Super Bison and a Constructor 24-23 which are based on adjoining properties and 
work within a 100km radius from their home base in Ohaeawai, inland of the Bay of 
Islands, 240km north of Auckland. 
 The Super Bison dates from 1973 and has chassis number 7304767 with line 
number 77.  It was one of a batch of 10 similar vehicles recorded as being supplied 
to Leyland Motors New Zealand Ltd.  Of the batch, the fi rst 4 were recorded as 
delivered in September 1973 and the remaining 6 in October.   Leyland records show 
the chassis type as 2BN50/22AEN which indicates that it would have originally been 
fi tted with a Leyland 502 fi xed-head engine but Howard tells us that his vehicle was 
put on the road new in 1974 with a turbocharged Leyland 690 engine and 13-speed 
Fuller Roadranger transmission by Winstones of Auckland.  As that powertrain was 
not standard UK specifi cation, were these changes local modifi cation as a result 
of unreliability with the original engine or were they sanctioned by Leyland and 
modifi ed in service or before delivery?  Also, where were the modifi cations carried 
out and were all similar vehicles also changed?  If anyone has any information on 
these vehicles, please contact the editor.      
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 Howard tells us that the Super Bison was set up originally with a turntable 
pulling a Tipulator semi-trailer and was then fi tted with a concrete mixer.  Lex 
Norton from Ohaeawai bought it in 1990 and fi tted a twin ram tipper body and an 
Australian designed C-hook to pull a tandem axle transporter.  The C-hook allows 
for a 7-tonne vertical load on the drawbar so that a 16 tonne HD11 bulldozer can be 
transported.  The Super Bison originally had a 5 tonne front axle but a 6 tonne axle 
from a Bison tipper has been fi tted.  The original cab was damaged in a roll over, so 
an identical Lynx cab was found to replace it.  The fi rst 690 engine had repeated head 
gasket problems so it was changed for another unit which is still going strong.

 The Leyland Cons-
tructor 24-23 was one of 
30 supplied to Domtrac 
Equipment Ltd in New 
Zealand in 1984 through 
Leyland Motors New 
Zealand.  Domtrac Equip-
ment were a good customer 
for the Constructor as they 
had previously purchased 12 
chassis in 1983, 15 in 1984 
and a further 16 were also 
supplied in late 85 - spring 

86.  Howard’s Constructor started life as a concrete mixer with Ashby Concrete in 
Christchurch and was converted to a tipper by a Wellington contractor before moving 
north in 2000 to work on Howard Dixon’s farm.  It still has its original Leyland TL11 
engine but the “Taperlite” rear bogie cross member has been re-engineered to solve 
the problem with frame web cracking.  It also has a 13 speed Fuller Roadranger 
gearbox, which was not UK specifi cation but this could have been a special fi tment 
or a local conversion once the chassis arrived in New Zealand.  Again, if any member 
has more information we would be interested to hear.
 As you can see from 
the pictures, both vehicles 
are kept in very good 
condition by their owners 
and are required to pass 
a 6-monthly Certifi cate 
of Fitness inspection by 
the vehicle authorities in 
New Zealand.  Weather 
permitting, both trucks 
work throughout the year. 
The Super Bison’s owner is 
a contractor doing farm and 
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forest road construction and roller crushing of scrub.  Its main work is shifting a 
12 tonne digger and carting 8 cubic meter loads of crushed rock for road surfacing.  
The Constructor carries 11 tonne loads of fertilizer, lime and crushed rock to the 
farm.  With a steel cattle crate attached, it transports several hundred beef cattle to 
and from the farm each year. Whilst on the farm it shifts rocks and hay.  With good 
axle articulation and hub reduction these Leylands have better traction than most 
other trucks off-road.  Some mechanical parts can still be sourced locally whilst the 
owners rebuild some others.  Cab parts, such as light lenses are proving hard to fi nd 
but the owners feel that as long as they we keep on top of cab rust and oil leaks both 
vehicles should keep going until they become part of the classic trucks line-up.

 I have looked in our records using the details you supplied.  Unfortunately, 
the information we have on Leyland production for the latter period is not as 
complete as we would like but I have found some information that may be of 
assistance.  According to our records,.  Our information does not contain the VIN 
number or any chassis designation but I have found that one of those vehicles was fi tted 
with engine number 8461969, which is the number you supplied to us.  Assuming 
the model designation of 24-21 is correct, then that would have been a TL11 engined 
model.  As a result, I believe the amended VIN number SBLD6H50LLJF36709 
you supplied would be the correct as the fourth character of the VIN, the letter 
D, designates Constructor TL11 whereas the letter E is used to designate the 400 
engined Constructor.  As you speculate, it is likely to have been an incorrect entry 
which has then been manually corrected.  For your information, the build date 
for your chassis was September 84 and our records suggest a despatch date of 20 
October 84.  (Incidentally, the ‘6’ in the VIN designates a 6x2, ‘H’ = Haulage chassis, 
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‘50’ = 5.0 metre wheelbase, fi rst ‘L’ = Low datum C40 cab RHD, second ‘L’ = 
Leyland built.  ‘S’ represents Europe, ‘B’ = UK, ‘L’ = Leyland and Scammell).
 Your spares vehicle was also built for the same customer, again tracing it 
through the engine number, being completed in May 85.    

Inchicore Works – From Tom Robinson
 This shot may 
be of interest to your 
readers.   It is in the 
Inchicore Works and 
I assume the view is 
of a large contract of 
bodies on Irish Lion 
chassis.  There is 
nothing on the reverse 
of photograph  to 
indicate any details 
or a date – perhaps a 
reader may be able to 
add some information 
please?  I like the 
bowler-hatted foreman appearing on the right. 

Restoration Possibilities
 Emails have been received from two people with potential restoration 
possibilities.  The fi rst is of an unidentifi ed Southdown Royal Tiger that Jonathan 
Miller located about 5 years ago.  It is obviously a Duple body and after service with 
Southdown, it saw service with the Aherlow in Co Limerick. This vehicle still exists 
and was seen “at rest” in late 2010 in Co Limerick.  

(Jonathan can be contacted 
via the Editor)
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 The second is a lowbridge Leyland 
Atlantean which is located in the city of 
Risor in south Norway.  Anyone interested 
should contact stein_frostad@lycos.com  
(+47 90625542)   The asking price is 2000 
Euros and shipping can be arranged. 

COVER PICTURES
Front Cover
          Surely this has to be the most desirable of all pre-1930 Leyland Fire Engines?!  
Registered in Lancashire to Ashton-under-Lyne Police Fire Brigade in March 1920, 
this is one of the few six cylinder 600 gal. pump escapes built by Leyland Motors.  
With chassis number 11508, the model designation would almost certainly be 
FE.U6/3.V4.  This stands for Fire Engine, U6/ Mark 3 engine, with V4 bevel driven 
back axle (it could have been V5?).  These magnifi cent beasts had 15.2 litre engines 
(5½in bore x 6½in/), rated at 80hp.                                       (Leyland Society Archive)

Back Cover
          What a sad end to a Leyland Titan TD2, an accident that happened in 1952 after 
a long life with United Automobile Services.  Its low height “Titan” body had been 
rebuilt by ECW in 1944 and in 1946 it was fi tted with Leyland 8.6 litre oil engine.  
The bus had been new as a Leyland demonstrator, being sold to County Motors 
Services Ltd, Stakeford, passing with 3 other similar vehicles to United in January 
1934.  All 4 of these buses had “TF” registrations, some having previously been 
rather unusual Leyland demonstrators – can any reader fi ll us in with the history and 
photographs of any of these TF registered double deckers?         (Bob Kell collection)
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 Opinions and views expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of the 
Society, its offi cers nor the Editor. The Editor would be pleased if members could bring to his 
attention any errors. Every effort is made to give due credit for all photographs and material 
used. Should there be any unintended breach of copyright, then the Editor must be informed 
to enable acknowledgement to be made. Under the Data Protection Act 1984, the Society 
gives notice that membership records, Leyland Vehicle Register details and Leyland Torque 
dispatch information are held on a data base. The Society undertakes that this information is 
not divulged to any outside agency or individual.
 This issue of Leyland Torque has been produced by Mike Sutcliffe, with additional 
help from Neil Steele. It was printed by Proco Print, Sheffi eld. Distribution by RnB Mailing, 
Leeds. Items for inclusion in the Spring 2012 issue should be sent to the Editor by 
20th January 2012, please.

 In August 1922, Arthur Partridge commenced his Chocolate Express Omnibus 
Co. service in London and this soon led to a fl ood of “Pirate Operators” taking to 
the streets of London.  This is B1, XL 7513, a model LB1 with Christopher Dodson 
body.  The LB (London Bus), was a variation of the Leyland G7, adapted to meet the 
Metropolitan Police requirements which included 2 sets of brakes on the hind wheels 
as well as the transmission brake behind the gearbox.          (Leyland Society Archive) 

THE FIRST LONDON PIRATE
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